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1. Pmootest against agency solicitation and
award of coAt hanger requirementt contracts
under Federal Supply Schedule is untimely
webo-n filed after completion of contract
terms,

2. Lack of knowledge of GAO and its Bid
Protest Procedures is insufficient basis
upon which to justify an assertion that
GAO should connider an otherwise untimely
protes L.

Indopendent Products Co,, Inc. (IPC) protests
the General Services Administration (GSA), Federal
Supply Service, decision to meet its Yederal Supply
Schedule requirement for type I coat hangers by,
alternatively, either purchasing both wooden and
plastic coat hangers, or purchasing only wooden noat
hanners, instead of purchasing the least costly coat
hanger meeting Federal specification RR-Hf-1102D.
IPC arguee that since both wooden and plastic hangers
meet the functional requirements of the speoiflcation,
GSA should only purchase the less costly typo of coat
hanger to the exclusion of the other.

Wie dismiss IPC's protest as untimely filed. The
GSAedecsibn to purchase both types of hangers wias
apparently made in 1979 and the most recent Federal
Supply Schedule contract, containing provisions based
on the GSA decision, terminated on September 30, 1980.
IPC has failed to allege that any recent solicitation
is objectionable on the above-stated basis, ie.,
permitting separate awards for wooden and plastic coat
hangers, or an award for only wooden coat hangers.

Our Bid Protest Procedures require that protests
against alleged improprieties in any type of solici-
tation which are apparent Prior to bid opening shall
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be filed prior to bid opening, 4 C.FR, § 21,1(b)(1)
(1981), IPO's protest was filed on MJay 14, 1982.
Although IPC states that it only recently became aware
of its right to protest GSA's decision tp GAO, we have
held that the lacX of knowledge oC our Of fice or our
Bid Protest Procedures is uan insufficient basis upon
which to justify an assertion that we should consider
an otherwise untimely protest, See Construction
Associates, Inc., B-182267, November 8, 1974,
74-2 CPD 251.

The protest is dismissed.

Harry R. Van Cleve
Acting General Counsel




